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The motivation for  swMATH 
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The origin: 
The role of mathematical software is increasing. For search, access, replication, and
reuse of mathematical software a special infrastructure is necessary. 
Mathematical software is written in a formal language, human readable information 
must be added.

Currently, the information about mathematical software is heterogeneous and 
widely distributed.

Information on a mathematical software package is given
➢ on websites of a software
➢ in repositories
➢ in directories
➢ in publications  (journal articles and books)

  



 

Information about software
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The information covers 
➢ software code
➢ manuals and documentations
➢ languages and environments 
➢ metadata as description, keywords, classifications, ...
➢ mathematical models, concepts, and algorithms which were the initial point 

for a software
➢ related data (I): benchmarks, testdata
➢ related data (II): developers
➢ related data (III): license conditions
➢ related data (IV):  evaluation of the quality of a software  
➢ ...

  
And (mathematical) software is per se dynamic (it changes with the development 
of hardware and software used).



 

What is  swMATH?
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swMATH is a directory of mathematical software.  It was designed as 
a search engine for mathematical software and information service
about  mathematical software

 

  



 
Google search for 
'mathematical software information'
(2016-07-22)



 

SIGSAM → Resources → Software
http://www.sigsam.org/Resources/Software.html 



 

FA Fachgruppe → Computeralgebrasysteme
http://www.fachgruppe-computeralgebra.de/systeme/



 

 

Wikipedia → list of computer algebra systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_computer_algebra_systems



 

Wikipedia → list of computer algebra systems (II)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_computer_algebra_systems
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What is difference to swMATH?
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The most important difference between swMATH and the examples presented is 
that these lists are manually maintained.  swMATH is maintained (semi-)automatic. 

Therefore two approaches are used
● the publication-based approach is the most important method in swMATH (up to now)
● the  Web Archives approach is used for a more deeper analysis  of the existing 

information of software (here we started with some experiments)

  



 

The publication-based approach
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it bases on the fact that  (mathematical) publications and  (mathematical) 
software are closely related.
This is used twofold:
➢ for the identification of software
➢ to deduce information about software

Therefore the database zbMATH is used. We try to identify software in the 
zbMATH entries(therefore the fields title, abstract, and references are used), 
extract relevant information about a software and process it. 
 

  



 

 The 'Singular' website of swMATH (swmath.org)
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A new glossary for mathematics - why

 

Unfortunately, software citations  are very rudimentary, in the most cases they 
contain not more than the name of the software:
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Identification (II)
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That's why we use (up to now)

➢ Heuristic methods for identification:
searching for characteristic text patterns, e.g., software package and an artificial 
word in the zbMATH entries

➢ Manual identification of software:
zbMATH editors mark software within the zbMATH workflow

  



 

A new glossary for mathematics - why

Problems  

 

 but: 
➢ Not all software can be identified.
➢ The most entries are really mathematical software but some belong to 

other classes of mathematical research data (e.g. languages, 
benchmarks, but until now  classification scheme for mathematical 
reeach data is missing).

Of course, the publication-based approach is limited: Currently we don't 
get information about versions. But this information is necessary for the 
verification of research results and reuse of methods.

What can we do?    
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A new glossary for mathematics - why

Development of a citation standard  

 

 
A citation standard which describes exactly the used software would be a 
smart and fundamental solution of the problem. 

A  citation standard for software is discussed intensively in the Web for a 
long time. 
A good summary about the existing practice is the blog of Mike Jackson: 
http://www.software.ac.uk/how-cite-and-describe-software?mpw
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http://www.software.ac.uk/how-cite-and-describe-software?mpw


 

A new glossary for mathematics - why

Citation standard for software (I) 

 

 
Moreover, he gives some recommendations. He distinguishes four 
scenarios: 

Software purchased off-the shelf
ProductName. Version. Release Date. Publisher. Location

Software downloaded from the web
ProductName. Version. ReleaseDate. Publisher. Location  (DOI or URL). 
DownloadDate

Software checked-out from a public repository
ProductName. (Version). Publisher. CheckoutDate. (Location (URL 
Repository)). RepositorySpecificCheckoutInformation

Software provided by a researcher
ProductName. (Version). Publisher. Location. ContactDetails. 
ReceivedDate
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A new glossary for mathematics - why

Citation standard for software (II) 

 

 

Do we really need four different types of software?
An agreement on such a standard model would allow a precise identification of the 
used software.

The next step would be the implementation: In LaTeX, the BibLaTeX/Biber framework 
can be used. It allows the definition of arbitrary types and their corresponding 
features
The data model is  defined in BibLaTeX in the *.dbx file. 
There are some further configuration files, e.g. for the output.)

A first prototype implementation is shown on the next slide.
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A new glossary for mathematics - why

Citation standard for software (III) 

 

 

An agreement on such a standard model would allow a precise identification of the 
used software.

The next step would be the implementation: In LaTeX, the BibLaTeX/Biber framework 
can be used. It allows the definition of arbitrary types and their corresponding 
features
The data model is  defined in BibLaTeX in the *.dbx file. 
There are some further configuration files, e.g. for the output.)

A first prototype implementation is shown on the next slide.
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The prototype: 
A configuration file   and   the resulting page  
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An alternative solution: Web Archives

The establishment of a BibLaTeX citation standard (it's distribution and 
acceptance) requires time and it is no short time solution. 

What can we do in the meantime?

Web Archives are a possibility to get more information about  software 
including information about software 

I will discuss (wait for a minute)
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What do publications say about software?    

Currently, swMATH covers more than 120,000 references to 13,500 software 
packages. 

This allows to specify 
➢ What are the mathematical subjects of the software? (description, keywords 

and MSC codes)
➢ What are the most important application areas? (keyword and MSC codes)
➢ How is the acceptance of the software? (number of references)
➢ What is related (similar) software? (citation profile plus MSC code)
➢ Is the software outdated? (citation profile)
➢ ...

The number of references is also an (heuristic) indicator for the quality, the 
subjects and the number of references for the granularity, ...
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The first step: standard and user publications    

We distinct between
➢ standard publications 

and
➢ user publications

of a software

A standard publication has the software as main subject. Other publications 
which use the cited software are named as user publications. 
Standard and user publications provide different information about software. 

A lot of open questions, e.g., How can we classify the type of the swMATH 
entries with the aid of  publications? 
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The first step: standard and user publications    

Standard publications

Description

Keywords (mathematical)

Classification (MSC:
mathematical subjects)

Authors

First level:
extraction

Second level:
aggregating  
and weighting)

User publications
Keywords (applications)

Classification (MSC:
application areas)

Keyword cloud

Related software

Acceptance profile

 Quality, 
 Granularity, …
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Further enhancement of information in swMATH   

by using Internet resources, for CAS especially 

➢ search engines 
➢ websites of a software 
➢ mathematical software journals
➢ Web Archives

to

➢ identify a URL of websites and the source code of a software  
➢ get more specific information about the available information of  a software, 

especially source code, versions, documentations, authors, license conditions, 
and further context information (e.g. publications, algorithms, test data, ...)
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Web Archives   

➢ Archiving  of (selected) web sites with the goal to have a consistent state at 
any time (this cannot always be achieved).

➢ Alternative to existing web archives: archiving on demand, e.g. to ensure a 
consistent state among all information of the software

➢ Allows preserving descriptions, change logs, documentation, …
Source code in case of open source software
Even binaries if freely available on the web
The website where bought / downloaded the artifact

➢ Even external resources, such as discussions on forums, tutorials, etc
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Web Archives   

 

➢ Challenges
➢ Not all pages archived at the exact same time / state / version
➢ Mathematical software and its related websites not always easy to discover
   (the list of  swMATH resources was used as a seed list)

➢ Questions
➢ How well do websites represent software?
➢ What does the web tell us about software?
➢ What has already been archived?
➢ What can we recover from the past?
➢ What are we losing?

The experiments were done by Helge Holzmann (L3S), a cooperation partner of 
swMATH.
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An example: The Singular website of swMATH
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An example: Analysis of the archived websites (by some 
heuristics)
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First results: What kind of information can be found on 
the websites?
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Summary   

 

 

  
    

We have presented some concepts and methods which were used for developing 
the  swMATH for mathematical software.

swMATH aims to provide information for all mathematical software.

A core feature of swMATH is the analysis of mathematical literature.

Standards, especially for software citation, would be very helpful for the further 
development of service for mathematical software (but also for reputation of software 
development).

The swMATH approach allows a smart and (semi-)automatic generating and 
Maintaining of this service.
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Check us: www.swmath.org

and 

Thanks for your patience!
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